three vials... one plasma... one result

The accuracy of Simplastin (specially prepared thromboplastin-calcium) is not only assured by standardization against normal plasma, but the plasma of patients on anticoagulant therapy as well. Ready for immediate use with only the addition of distilled water, Simplastin eliminates errors which may arise from frequent manipulation or addition of electrolytes of varying potency.

Your laboratory can test Simplastin without expense to confirm the rapid, reproducible results it affords in prothrombin time determinations. With the attached coupon you may obtain three 20-determination vials of Simplastin.

Test three Simplastin vials on the blood of one patient now on active anticoagulant therapy. Then repeat, using the same blood and three vials of any other thromboplastin (old-style or newer type). The results will speak for themselves.

For the laboratory, Simplastin saves valuable time and effort... for the clinician, it provides a dependable and accurate guide.

Supplied in boxes of 10: 6-determination or 20-determination vials.


Simplastin

simple for the technician
accurate for the clinician

Without obligation on my part, please send me three 20-determination vials of Simplastin.
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Our List in CARDIOLOGY is Growing

NEW George E. Burch—A PRIMER OF CONGESTIVE HEART FAILURE (’54). 140 pp., 26 il., Cloth, $4.00

NEW Jesse Edwards et al.—AN ATLAS OF CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF THE HEART AND GREAT VESSELS (2nd Ed. ’54). 216 pp., 491 il., Cloth, $13.50

S. E. Gould et al.—PATHOLOGY OF THE HEART (’52). 1040 pp., 690 il., Cloth, $25.50

Hans H. Hecht—BASIC PRINCIPLES OF CLINICAL ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHY (’50). 96 pp., 32 il., Lexide, $2.50

Robert M. Hosler—A MANUAL ON CARDIAC RESUSCITATION (’54). 199 pp., 14 il., Cloth, $4.00

Irvine H. Page—HYPERTENSION: A Manual for Patients with High Blood Pressure (Revised 6th Ptg. ’51). 120 pp., 7 il., Cloth, $3.00

Nathaniel E. Reich—THE UNCOMMON HEART DISEASES (’54). 528 pp., 601 il., Cloth, $10.50

Arthur Ruskin—PHYSIOLOGICAL CARDIOLOGY (’53). 392 pp., 9 il., Cloth, $8.00

NEW William W. Wasson—THE AUXILIARY HEART (’54). 208 pp., 79 il., Cloth, $10.50

Edward Weiss—EMOTIONAL FACTORS IN CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASE (’51). 96 pp., Lexide, $2.50

NEW Paul D. White—CLUES IN THE DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT OF HEART DISEASES (’54). 192 pp., 31 il., Cloth, $5.50

Robert F. Ziegler—ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHIC STUDIES IN NORMAL INFANTS AND CHILDREN (’51). 216 pp., 291 il., Cloth, $10.50

Featuring...

THE PSYCHOSOMATIC GENESIS OF CORONARY ARTERY DISEASE

By DON CARLOS PEETE, M.D.

Associate Clinical Professor of Medicine Lecturer in the History of Medicine University of Kansas, School of Medicine

The purpose of this book is to show by use of historical facts from many sources, Biblical and Medical, how the evolution of our medical teaching suggests that after constant scientific search, the basic etiology is stress resulting from insecurity. It is the answer as to why science and religion are not incompatible. It shows the need of science for religion and religion for science.

240 pages 75 illustrations $7.75
NOAH D. FABRICANT, M.D., Editor

Why We Became Doctors

Do you remember why? The recollections of 50 distinguished colleagues may stir your own memories—and this readable little volume is especially suitable for young people thinking of entering the profession. Fifty articulate men and women here reveal what inspired them to study their calling. Among the contributors are Drs. Frederic Loomis, Walter C. Alvarez, Walter B. Cannon, Somerset Maugham, and Albert Schweitzer. In explaining what drew their authors to medicine, these essays throw a good deal of light on its practice. ($3.75)

S. O. WAIFFE, M.D., F.A.C.P., Editor

The Doctor Writes

This "Anthology of the Unusual in Current Medical Writing" will delight every medical man who hankers for that occasional article which is off the beaten path. From Sherlock Holmes as Dermatologist through Showmanship in Medical Teaching, the reader will find that each of these unique excursions into the unusual lives up to Editor Waife's criteria for selection: interest of subject, excellence of writing and, most of all, pleasure in reading. The book will grace the shelves of any library, medical or otherwise, provide many pleasant moments for the browser, and its receipt as a gift will be gratifying to any colleague. ($3.75)

GEORGE E. BURCH, M.D.

Of Publishing Scientific Papers

For every prospective article writer (and for publishers and editors of same as well), Dr. Burch's pointed little book provides a handy guide to what's done and what's not. Illustrated with as delightfully satiric a series of drawings as ever illuminated author's and publisher's predicament, it furnishes as well a number of solid, helpful suggestions, invaluable in the preparation of publishable manuscripts. ($2.75)

ORDER NOW—ON APPROVAL

Please send, on approval:

☐ Waife ($3.75)  ☐ Burch ($2.75)  ☐ Fabricant ($3.75)

☐ check enclosed  ☐ charge my account

Name.................................................................
Address.......................................................................
make complete blood counts automatically
in 2 minutes or less!

Developed by a leading hematologist, the JAco Arithmometer makes possible the faster, more reliable blood count procedure you have long needed. Utilizing precision electronic circuits instead of the human eye, the Arithmometer works automatically—you merely insert blood sample, push a button and read your results on a large dial. Determinations are accurate to within 3% whether you are counting white cells or red cells. (Selection of element to be counted is made by panel switch and choice of solution in which cells are suspended.) "Checks", "repeats" and doubt about the validity of results are completely eliminated with the Arithmometer. Learn more about "the hematological instrument of the year"—send for new illustrated brochure today.

Sales Offices:
Detroit, El Cerrito, Calif., Pittsburgh, Pa., Los Angeles (Oneonta),
13680 Capitol Ave., 1344 Devonshire Dr., 916 Greenhill Rd.
Miltonwood Rd.

The Newest in Specialized Medicine: Four journals from Grune & Stratton which will keep you up-to-date on the latest important developments in clinic and in laboratory ...
New titles in Modern Medical Monographs

13 Polycythemia
JOHN H. LAWRENCE, M.D., Donner Laboratory, University of California
This well-illustrated new monograph provides a clinical guide to the diagnosis and treatment of polycythemia, presenting illuminating case histories, clinical, laboratory and metabolic findings, along with the pros and cons of venesection, P{	extsuperscript{3}}, and anticoagulants.

12 Potassium Metabolism in Health and Disease
HOWARD L. HOLLEY, M.D., and WARNER W. CARLSON, Ph.D., The Medical College of Alabama
With factual knowledge of the potassium ion in body metabolism still in its infancy, this up-to-date monograph—just published—presents a practical, clinical guide in diagnosis and treatment of abnormalities in potassium balance.

1 The Pathogenesis and Treatment of Thrombosis
IRVING S. WRIGHT, M.D., Professor of Clinical Medicine, Cornell University Medical College

2 Clinical Progress in Cardiovascular Disease
Edited by HERRMAN L. BLUMGART, M.D., Professor of Medicine, Harvard Medical School

3 Accelerated Conduction
MYRON PRINZMETAL, M.D., Institute for Medical Research, Cedars of Lebanon Hospital; University of California Medical School, Los Angeles

4 Circulatory Dynamics
CARL J. WIGGERS, M.D., Professor and Director, Department of Physiology, Western Reserve University College of Medicine

5 Infectious Mononucleosis
SIDNEY LEIBOWITZ, M.D., Associate Physician, Beth Israel Hospital, New York

6 Physiologic Therapy for Obstructive Vascular Disease
ISAAC STARR, M.D., Hartzell Professor of Therapeutics, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia

7 Gout and Gouty Arthritis
JOHN H. TALBOTT, M.D., University of Buffalo Medical School

8 Chronic Pulmonary Emphysema
M. S. SEGAL, M.D., and M. J. D'ULFAXO, M.D., Tufts College Medical School

9 An Rh-Hr Syllabus
ALEXANDER S. WIENER, M.D., Senior Scientist to the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, New York City

10 Acute Pulmonary Edema
MARK D. ALTSCHULE, M.D., Director of Internal Medicine and of Research, McLean Hospital, Waverly, Mass.

ORDER FORM: Please send on approval

- Altschule, $5.50
- Wright, $3.00
- Prinzmetal, et al., $4.00
- Leibowitz, $4.75
- Talbott, $4.00
- Wiener, $3.75
- Burch, $5.00
- Blumgart, $4.50
- Wiggers, $4.00
- Starr, $2.50
- Segal, $5.50
- Holley & Carlson, $4.50
- Lawrence, about $5.50

☐ check enclosed  ☐ charge my account

NAME: ____________________________
ADDRESS: ____________________________
he's getting therapeutic dosage of 
B VITAMINS* 
plus twice as many calories as 5% dextrose in equal infusion time and equal fluid volume 

new Trinidex solution 
Travert® 10% with therapeutic formula vitamins in water

products of BAXTER LABORATORIES, INC. 
Morton Grove, Illinois - Cleveland, Mississippi

*NEW TRINIDEX SOLUTION, TRAVERT® 10% (INVERT SUGAR) WITH VITAMINS IN WATER, provides more than 10 times the recommended daily allowances of thiamine, pyridoxine, and niacinamide, and more than 5 times the allowance of riboflavin as recommended by the National Research Council.